
Run Sausage Run!

**About Run Sausage Run**

Run Sausage Run! is a witty Endless Runner in which players have to protect a sausage from

numerous obstacles. Run as fast as possible, avoid the obstacles and set a new high score.

As in other Endless Runners, also Run Sausage Run! is all about running as long as possible to set

a new high score. However, in this mobile game you do not control people or animals, but a

sausage. On your way to the next highscore you have to dodge numerous obstacles such as

knives, grills or pots that want to maltreat you. During your run, you have to collect as many coins

as possible, which can be used to buy power-ups. Above all, the game convinces with a large

selection of different sausages and skins. You can, for example, run as a Weisswurst, as a

Blutwurst or as a sausage that looks like Donald Trump.

**Run Sausage Run! - Features:** 

- Run for your life: In this funny Endless Runner you have to make sure that your sausage survives

as long as possible. You run through a level full of obstacles that, of course, prevent you from

continuing and hurt your poor sausage very bad. To avoid obstacles like grills or knives, you have

to bend the body of your hot dog properly. You have a total of three lives available. If you have

been grilled, burned, or cut by an obstacle, you automatically lose one of your lives.

- Easy control: By pressing right on the display, your sausage will run and accelerate. But beware:

some obstacles come faster than expected.

- Play a sausage of your choice: Since the game is not already bizarre enough, there are many

other types of sausages available, such as a Weisswurst or a Blutwurst. In addition, you have the

choice between a variety of skins that make your sausage look even funnier. For example, you can

play the Endless Runner as a cowboy, skeleton or robot.

- Collect coins: As in other Endless Runners, collecting coins is very important. With the collected

coins, you can buy strong power-ups, such as steel buns. These protect you effectively from

obstacles like knives.

Conclusion: Run Sausage Run! is one of the funniest Endless Runner on the market. Above all, the

game convinces with a variety of different sausages and skins that make the game even more

entertaining.


